STACCUPS
Match Top and Base to win the Race!
Contents:
32x Staccup Cups
1 x Podium Stand Spinner
Set up
Assembly
• Assemble the Cup Tops and Bases as per the picture (left).
To Start
• For a 2-player game, each player has 16 cups. Share the base colours equally, so each player
has 4 cups of each colour (ignoring the top colours). Each player must arrange their cups into
4 stacks of 4 cups in front of them with the Podium Stand in the middle.
• For a 3 player game each player starts with 10 cups. Share the base colours so each payer
has at least 2 cups of each colour. Each player must arrange their cups into 5 stacks of 2 cups
(Discard the 2 spare cups).
• For a 4 player game each payer starts with 8 cups. Share the base colours equally. Each
player must arrange their cups into 4 stacks of 2 cups.
Tip
Start with a different colour on the top of each stack or even stack the cups with the same colour
base per stack.
How to play
• The object of the game is to be the first player to stack all of their cups.
• To start, press the button on the podium stand. This gives you the start colour for each
podium. Players race to place their cups on to either podium (1 cup on top of the next) as
fast as they can.
• In order for a cup to be placed on top of another, the base colour must match the top colour
of the one below.
• Cups can only be taken from the top of the player’s stacks. When a stack is gone you can
split another stack to make two. You are only allowed the same number of stacks as you
started with.
• Players can call ‘challenge’ if they believe their opponent has placed a cup incorrectly.
Whichever player is correct in the ‘challenge’ then re-starts the game by placing a free cup
first.
• If a cup can no longer be placed by any player, press the spinner to show an alternative top
colour for each stack and continue.
• The first player to stack all their cups wins.
Advanced Game
Try playing the same game but this time you must match the Top of the Cup to the Base of the cup
below.
Strategy Game
Try playing the same game but this time taking turns to place a cup. If a player cannot go, they miss a
turn.

